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New London,

College Choir Plans
Musical Programs
For Academic Year
The year's program of the Connecticut College Choir
has
recently been announced
by its
president, Ellen Freedman.
B~sides its weekly
program
during the Sunday Vesper servIces, the choir has planned other
performances. At the 50th Annlversary Convocation,
Saturday,
October 21, the Choir will sing
the Choral Work; "A Prayer for
~y Daughter,"
composed especially for the occasion by Professor Martha Alter. The work is
based on a poem by William ButIer Yeats. Ellalou Dimmock
of
the :lass of 1950 will be soprano
soloist.
~nnual events for the Choir
whi Ch IS
I t h e only formal singing '
group on campus, are the Christ·
mas. Vesper
Service
and
the
Christmas
Pageant
for
which
special musical
programs
are
planned.
b A highlight of their season will
e the. concert with Yale in April
at w~lch they will sing Faure's
Requiem and Bach's Jesu Meine
Freunde.
3 From the many who tried out,
5 new members from the freshman,
sophomore,
and
junior
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New Faculty Members Added
To College Teaching Staff
New faces and fre~h ideas are
brought
to Connecticut College
every fall not only by new stu-

lowing year taught English at
the point Four Trade School in
Asmara, Eritrea, on the Red Sea.

dents,
also by new
members.but Among
these faculty
additions are five members of the
Government,
Economics,
and
Psychology
Departments:
Dr.
Sheldon M. Ebenholtz. Dr. Philip
A. Goldberg, Dr. Marvin A. Harder, Miss Barbara
Turlington,

The only new member of the
EconomIcs Department
IS In'
structor Wiles.
Since receiving
hIS A. B. and M., A. from Boston
College, Mr. WIles has served
two years m the AIr Reserve, m
addition to teachmg at Cameron

and Mr. Richard C. Wiles.
Dr. Harder, associate professor
of government, received his B.A.
from the University
of Wichita
and his M.A. and Ph.D. from Columbia University. In addition to
teaching 15 years at the tjntverstty of Wichita, Dr. Harder has
written
several works
ranging
in subject from the Tidelands Oil
Controversy to the conscientious
objector.
Housefellow of Windham, Miss
Turlington
offers a cosmopolitan
background
to the Government
Department,
as she earned her
B.A. at the American University
of Beirut, Lebanon, and the Iol-

College.
A welcome also to Dr. Ebenholtz and Dr. Goldberg, Instructors in psychOlogy. A graduate of
the City College of New York,
Dr. Ebenholtz received his Ph.D.
last spring from the New School
for Social Research
and
has
been on the staffs of Yeshiva University and Swarthmore College.
Dr. Goldberg was graduated from
Columbia
University
and
received his Ph.D. from the University of Buffalo. Aller teaching at
the University
of Buffalo, Dr.
Goldberg was the senior clinical
psychologist
at Buffalo
State
Hospital last year.

The 1962 Connecticut
College
Community Fund will get underway at the November
Ama!go,
and continue through November
16. Again, this year the goal is
$10,000.
The proceeds from this drive
S loare divided among numeroll
cal, national, and international ?rganizations. It is the only drIve
on campus
for charities ou~si~e
the college community, so it IS
vital that all students contribute
generously at this time. .
The organizations to WhICh the
Community Fund contributes are
decided by the students. Con;mus
nity Fund welcomes Sugges1l?n .
They should be given to Jo Lmdseth, Freeman, chairman of this
ELLALOU

Price

Opera Star Opens
'62 Concert Series
Next Tuesday Nite

DIMMOCK

~lasses, were chosen. The Choir
I~w. boasts a membership
of 97.
IS
unusually
well
divided
among the four classes
Th e ChOIr
- officers for - this year
are Ellen Freedman
president·
Caltt
'
r a a WIlson,
business
mana- '
~~r; Janie Vietch, secretary;
and
l~ Guptil and Barbara
Presspntch, librarians.

year's drive.
Fund Benefits students
Last year over 85% of the
money went to the aid of students some of whom are in our
own 'student
body. community
Fund contributed to the Experiment
in International
Living
which sends student "ambassadors" to European, South American, Asian, and African countries.

GaUna Vishnevskay~,
soprano
of Moscow's Bolshoi Opera, will
be heard at the first of the Connecticut College Concert Series
Tuesday, October 24, at 8:30 p.m.
in the Palmer Auditorium.
The first part of Vishnevskaya's program includes Three Romances by P. 1. Tchaikovsky,
TwO Romances by Sergei Rachmaninoff, The Ugly Duckling by
Prokofieff, and Katerina
Ismaiova's aria from "Lady Macbeth
of Mzensk" by Shostakovich.

GALINA VISHNEVSKAYA

The second part of the program
will consist of three songs by
Franz Schubert-Barcarole,
Die
Forelle, and In der Fremde, and
in addition, Sta.ndchen by Richard Strauss, Elizabeth's aria from
"Tannhauser"
by Richard Wagner, Pace, pace, mio dio from "La
Forza del Destine" by Guiseppe
Verdi, and Sola, perduta, abban·
donata from "Manon Lescaut" by
Giacomo Puccini.
Miss Vishnevskaya,
who
appeared as soloist with the Moscow State Symphony in concerts
in. Carnegie Hall and elsewhere,
will be brought to the U. S. by S.
Hurok under the Cultural
ExLocal and National
change Agreement.
organiZations Aided
Noted for her portrayals of the
In addition the Connecticut Colheroines
of such
operas
as
lege community Fund enntribut"Aida," "Fidelio," "Madame Buted to several local organizations.
terfly," and "Eugene Onegin," the
Included among these were the
New London
Girl Scouts,
the
soprano was born in MoscOW and
NeW London
Child
Guidance
began serious study of singing at
sixteen. In only a year's time she
Clinic, and Learned House.
Of national and international
was asked to join the Leningrad
Operetta Theatre
and soon her
interest the Fund contributed
to
Save the Children
Federation,
voice, personal beauty and acting ability brought her to leading
the Red Cross, Cancer, Cerebral
roles. While singing in the OperPalsy, Heart, Muscular
Dystroetta, she began studying the opphY, and Multiple Sclerosis.
Students
may
give directly
eratic repertory and soon was in·
when the dormitory
representavited to join the Bolshoi, where
she scored her first major suctives come around to their rooms,
or they may pledge a contribucess as Tatiana in "Eugene Onetion to be paid at a later date.
gin." She has also appeared ex·
Both students
and faculty contensively in concert in the Soviet
tribute to the Fund Drive on CamSee uVisbnevska.ya"-Pa.ge
7
pus.
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Happy Anniversary!
This weekend a number of outstanding events are scheduled
to celebrate the Fiftieth Anniversary of the college. They ~
test to the enormous progress which the college has achieved
since its establishment, and remind us of the esteem with
which it is now regarded. All of the works to be performed by
Jose Limon and Company were either commissioned by or
premiered at Connecticut College. Dr. Hannah Arendt, who
has lectured here before, is one of the most notable political
scientists of our time. Two musical performances, an original
choral work by Professor Martha Alter and a recital by soloist
Helen Boatwright uphold the achievements of our faculty. The
exhibition and seminar to be conducted at Lyman Allyn bespeak the standard of excellence which this museum has attained. It is hoped that the students will not only support these
events, but realize wherein they are possible. Connecticut College, as we know it today, is the result of the work of numerous people; Saturday's Cornerstone Ceremony evinces the
fact that they have not completed their efforts.
M.S.

~O

FLILl<. OUT
CAPITOL

GARDE

O<:t. 18-21
Seven Women from
Patricia Owen
Denise Darcel

Oct. 18·24
Splendor in the Grass
Natalie Wood
World by Night
Oct. 25-31
Spartacus

Hell

Pirates of Tortuga
Ken Scott
Oct. 22·24
Blood and Roses
Mel Ferrer
Elsa Martinelli

nnSQUOTE OF THE WEEK
The autumn leaves drip by my
window ...

Man-trap

Jeffrey

Hunter
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Students Find Their
Answers in Self Query
It seems pertinent, in view of
the recent articles which appeared in Conn Census posing questions relevant to the situation of
the female college
student,
to
carry consideration
beyond the
point of pure questioning. This, I
believe, was the intent of the authors. Answers are imperative.
But answers, if collective, become
vague generalities suffering from
the same uncertainties as the situation which first provoked the
questions.
The need for answers, now established, becomes the responsibility of the individual. How do
I, a young student, my life yet so
largely undetermined, my mental
~nd emotional stability wavering
in the face of spiritual threats of
non-being and material threats of
determinism,
find the commitment by which I can make decisions regarding
my values and
how they will govern my life?
To begin with, I stop making
excuses for myself.
I do not
claim the faith or powers of a
Renaissance
humanist
for
I
know too well my limitations and
my confrontations
in life. But I
see the quailing comfort of rationalization as a kind of quicks.and camouflaging the abyss. My
life cannot become a kind of
!"Ia~l:tism. I see too clearly that
~t IS Just this precariousness
of
mdecision that demands positive
action.
To act, I must make demands
Upon myself and my immediate
world. In the face of amorphous
co~ceptualization,
I render
my
acttons inconsequential
unless I
con_front each experience with an
attitude of conscious,
construe.

tive criticism. Knowledge
is acquired with a bitter price, and I
shall suffer consequences
in this
quest for self-mastery.
Perhaps
the fear of such consequences
is
the root of my disquietude. But I
am aware of the voracious nature
of an unconquered
fear.

Miss Margold last week indio
cated
that
self-awareness
re- \ t
quires a focal point. Implicit in a
focal point is a sense of direction.
Hence, the questioning
which is -'required of us must be specfflcally directed. It is the concrete experience which, when accompanied by examination
and
judgent, exposes us to reality. Here
IS where our answers
lie.

:n

As students our concern with
the immediate
first directs our
questions toward our education.
'What do high academic standards
really mean?
Difficulty?
Intensity? Is our knowledge a vast agglomeration
of scholarly
facts
pounded into the heads of pretentious parrots?
Or are our standards high because we as people
achieve an experience
in education whose significance
permeates each facet of our lives?
One might ask what is meant
by "experience in education." To
begin with, I propose the question as to whether
education is
to the particular studen t a means
or an end in itself. Does a degree
signify a good
job,
graduate
school a better one? Or is our
concern one with the process of
truly developing the mind and its
creative resources? I am not simply propounding
idealistic
questions by which one may amuse
himself
in intellectual
games.
See "Answersv-e-Page
6
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Dr. Dahl to Speak: Six Foreign Students Enrolled
At Vesper Service At Connecticut This Year
Sun., October 22nd

L

Sunday, October 22, Dr. Nils
Aistrup Dahl, Visiting Professor
of New Testament
at Yale University during the present
academic year, on leave from the
University of Oslo, Norway, will
speak at the Vesper Service in
Harkness
Memorial
Chapel
at
7:00 p.m. His topic will be: "A
S:-irit of Wisdom."
Dr. Dahl, who was Chairman
of the Norweg ian Student Christian Movement
from
1947 to
1953, g raduated from the University of Oslo, received his doctorate in Theology there in 1941, and
has studied in Germany, France,
Sweden,
and
other
European
countries.

DR. NILS ALSTRUP

Since 1946 he has been Profesof the New Testament at the
Faculty of Theology, University
of Oslo, Norway, and was Dean
of the Faculty from 1954 to 1959.
He is a member of the Board
of the Norwegian
Bible Society,
on the committee
of Studio rum
Novi Testamenti
Societas, and is
a member of the Commission on
Theology of the Lutheran World
Federation.
He has published books in Norwegian and in German, including
"Das Volk Gottes," Oslo, 1941,
and a number of articles in Scandinavian and international
periodicals, as well as volumes of essays. He has been editor of Norsk
I{irkeblad, a pastoral fortnightly,
and member
of the
editorial
board of several other periodicals.
He was Visiting Professor
at
the
Kirchliche
Hochschule
in
Berlin in 1954, and spent most ?f
his sabbatical year, 1960-1961, In
Rome.
Also, organ and vocal music by
Martha Alter, Professor
of Music at Connecticut
College and
noted composer, will be performed at the College Vesper Service
5
See "Dahl"-Page
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Cabinet Reveals
Its Decisions
To All Students

ness for music. She worked for a
labor union when there were secondary school teachers on strike
by Sandy Loving '62, President
and also in an Agricultural Co-operative Settlement. Becauses of Dear Sir:
her many travels through her
This year Cabinet is adopting a
own country, Israel, she is very
new plan which will help the stu- .
familiar with it. Nira is in Freedents keep better informed about
man, 215.
the inner workings of their StuLeena Marjatta Markkula from
den t Governmen t. Weare
all
Helsinki, Finland, studied at 'Typroud of the freedom we have in
tonormaalilyseo secondary School
governing our lives here at Conn.
for Girls before commencing her
We also realize that any such
studies at Connecticut. Her many
freedom requires a great deal of
interests vary from hiking, swiminterest
and responsible
particming, and skiing to music, recitaipation on behalf
of each
stution and opera. She was employdent. How often are we assailed
ed in a travel bureau in Finland
with the cry, "But the students
and has traveled a lot herself both
are so apathetic
about
everyin Finland and abroad. Leena is
thing. They don't take positive
living at Windham, 314.
responsibility
upon themselves."
Dominique
Raynaud
of Ver- As far as Student Government is
sailles, France, has most recently
concerned, some blame whatever
studied at the Lycee Fenelon. She
apathy there may be on the lack
enjoys classical music, art, the
of time, the pressures
of acatheater, and skiing. Dominique
demics.
However,
when
one
has traveled through much of
thinks of the few moments it
France, parts of Norway, Austakes to express an idea or even
tria, Switzerland, England, Hol- the half an hour required for atland, and various other foreign
tending a meeting, this argument
lands. Dominique is living in Burof time becomes meaningless. It
seems that the biggest problem
dick, 311.
Marianne Van der Jagt from
confronting
students when they
Rotterdam, Holland, has studied
wish to take an active interest in
at the Christian High School for
their affairs is that they simply
Girls. She likes swimming, skatdon't know where to begin. They
ing, sailing, reading, enjoys polio are not made aware of exactly
what the major problems and istics and plays the guitar. She has
sues are. HoW can opinions or
worked on a farm for many summers and has also been- employideas be expressed if there is no
focal point on which to settle?
ed as a governess." Af>most of the
For this reason, the officers of
other students, Marianne has traCabinet wish to publish a sumveled through much of her counmary of the ideas brought up and
try and surrounding
countries.
See l'Foreign Students"-Page
5 discussed in Cabinet meetings.
I
don't think we are being optimistic when we hope that when
students know the issues facing
them, they will feel freer and
more constructive in voicing their
opinions and ideas on these subjects and branch off into other
topics that are pertinent. Ours is
not a problem of apathy, but a
problem of lack of communication.
by Allison l\'1cGrath '64
Last week three items of InterGood morning my friend, you're out of. that bed?
est were discussesd in Cabinet.
On the recommendation
of many
Here have an aspirin for your poor, aching head.
Today? Why it's Monday. He's dawned .bright and clear.
members
of the student
body,
Cabinet supported the decision of
The week-end has passed, a new week IS here.
Religious FelloWship not to put
Last night was all yours, you held ~he floor,
?
up chapel sign-up sheets this seBut now it's all over, must I hear It once more.
mester. If the Chapel System is
Naturally I'm sorry the New Haven was late
considered a part of the honor
And that you were stuck with a really bad date.
system, it is inconsistent
to reo
Though actually dear, you. didn't stay with ~im much.
quire people to prove their honor
Besides you weren't wearmg a SIgn of don t touch.
In case' you've forgotten, we've all learned the twist
in upholding the system.
Secondly, the
procedure
for
And believe it or not, we've all been kissed.
electing class officers was reviewRemember we too have trekked to Yale.
ed. Under last year's innovation.
You are not the first to' discover the male!
a nominating
committee, consistI know that the parties were just too divine.
on, the new word is scrumptious I Well, i~n't that fine.
ing of one member
from
each
dorm, was chosen by the class,
I'm glad your capacity has mcreased this fall
So that now you can booze with the best of them all.
AA, and library representatives,
and Junior class president. This
Of course he'll send back your shoes and your hat.
Forget you? How could "he"? 'you're.a swinging gone cat.
committee
then nominated
five
Please, now that I've heard It a third time through,
girls to run for President, five for
Honor Court, and three for SecWill you excuse me? I have my work to do.
Yes I'll give you a Camel and fill your cup,
See uCabinet"-Page
7
If y~u'll do me a favor and for god's sake, shut up.

Throughout
the fifty-year history
of Connecticut,
students
from many parts of the world
have been a vital part of the life
here. In the past few years these
students have been separated into
two distinct categories: those who
have come to Connecticut for one
year of study and those who have
come to get their degree.
There are six girls who will be
studying with us this year.
Susana Berdeal, from Buenos
Aires, Argentina, studied at the
Institute for Teachers of Living
Languages, at the Argentine Institute of English Culture, and at
Cambridge Institute prior to coming to Connecticut.
She loves
walking,
reading especially
Shakespeare,
and lyrical music.
Susana has studied and has trained with the Red Cross, receiving
her degree as a Samaritan. She
has done hospital work and has
taught a kindergarten
class. Susana is living in Larrabee, 104.
Irmela Florig
is from
BadWurtt, Germany. Previously, she
studied at the Eberhard
Karls
University
in Germany. Irmela
loves music and the violin, at
which she is very adept. She also
likes to dance, ski, and travel.
She has toured Portugal, France,
North Ireland, Switzerland, Austria, and many sections of Germany. Irmela has done both hospital and library work. She is Iiving in Larrabee, 217.
Nira Gabbay came to us from
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. She enjoys reading
and art and has a particular fond-
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System Needs ~~Questioning",Not Self
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And why is it that year after year but propounded for the faculty
of college life we are left unin- who alone are sophisticated and
spired and even a little, if not a well enough read to relate and asgreat deal disillusioned? But similate and grasp the signifineed we be disillusioned with our- cance of what has been said. But
"A sound mind in a sound
selves through exhaustive self- perhaps more can be said against body." Presumably that is the
salled to "re-examine," to scruttn- scrutiny, or is it the system that the student, who, like many in purpose behind required sports
Ize, and to criticize the position
attendance. Even though required
has provoked such awkward sen- America, demand instantaneous
athletic pursuits have been curof the lemale student in relation
timents? The question emerges. satisfaction, and along with their
Is the student sell-inspired or is other instants, instantaneous re- tailed to the extent of only twice
to her Ilttle world at college. And
a week, and our courses have
yes-it is again true that we have his source of stimulation somesults.
been cut to four, the faculty is
thing external from his self?
been forced to identify with this
working twice as hard to develop
world of hesitancy, paradoxically
And how much weight can be
sounder minds in even sounder
attached to each? I do not beallied with careless impulsiveness,
bodies. The A.A. is contributing
Everyone approaches college as its "muscles" to the "sound body"
that we have contorted our perlieve that the two can be disonalities to conform to this vorced, but instead, they are In- a tremendous intellectual chal- by offering a more varied and vigelusive pattern. So yes. We have
lenge, these epithets, I realize, orous program for those who
heard and read much of the extricably bound and are reciprowish to build "sounder bodies." In
cal catalysts. Only apathy and un- through much corrosive repeti- alphabetical order, these are the
the problems that confront young
tion,
have
lost
their
efficacy)
minds today. We have studied certainty can be the result of
events.
them assiduously. We have ru- such a separation as indicated where old convictions are re-exField Hockey class games offer
minated and discussed and have
through
a challenge to all those interested
by the attitude of people who amined and revised
art'Ived at inconclusive
concluin a combination of teamwork,
say: "O.K.I'm here in an institu- sometimes agonizing reappraisal
sions. And perhaps we have even
individual skill, and exhausting
tion
of
higher
learning.
Go
ahead
from
whence
emerges
the
individrelated, not in the sense of simexercise. Four practices have
ple identification with the vague and stimulate me," This is no an- ual spirit. The four years we been held already, and the revised
labyrinthine complexities which swer. But neither is the answer spend here are not merely transi- game schedule is posted. Unforconfront our generation, but in of an unresponsive administra- tional but are, moreover, one pro- tunately, the Juniors and Sention (I dislike generalization bethe sense that by seeing a forrnidiors have had to combine their
able future, we can be resilient cause they are so ineffective so longed period of gestation where teams because of lack of support.
enough to respond in a positive, may I beg the reader's indUl- we are nurtured by a faculty
constructive manner, even though gence) which sometimes leaves which, in a sense, recreates our The first game will be Wednesday, October 18, at 4:45; the
this may entail caustic criticism the student with a few very world. But these recreators need
of pious, long-held traditions. It vague notions about how the not be awesome gods. Can't we Freshmen will play the J uniorSenior team. On Wednesday, Ocmay be that the crux of the mat. world was run a long time ago by
tober
25, the Frosh will play the
a
few
brilliant
Greeks
who
had
for
once
ignore
our
sometimes
tel' is that all our energies are depleted through the amorphous, the Right Idea, and how this is superfluous social amenities and Sophomores at 4:45; and on Tuesday, October 31 (Happy Halloimpotent beliefs in impending really relevant and expedient to our effeminate politesse that
we'en)
the Sophomores will play
our
understanding
of
the
world
doom and futility that our genertoday. For history, like most ev- not only smother all personal in- the Juniors and Seniors.
ation seems to inspire.
The golfers have a chance to
eryt~ing else, is one big process, tegrity but slur our acumen and
So we drown in our private continuous ad infinitum. Certain- the perspective of our environ- show how much they have Imswamps of sell-pity, pretty ab- ly these are high-sounding
topics ment? Can't we feel free to open- proved over the summer. A Pitch
negation and confusion while that do inspire excitement. It is ly question the honesty of the and Putt and a Long Drive Tournsoothsayers nourish us with wit. thought that at last essentials
classes that are taught the same ament arc being held Tuesday,
ty aphorisms, lucid and concise current and imperative, will b~ way they have been taught five October 17 and Wednesday, Octo.
little speeches of Proper atti- illuminated. And they are. In years ago simply because they her 18, from 5:10 to 5:40. Partictudes, morality, and all-over do- very lengthy and authoritative
are survey courses which remain ipants are asked to sign up on
goodtsm which warn against the speeches one is presented with essentially the same and don't re- one of the sheets posted all over
Insidious and subtle weapons of huge scopes, punctuated by nu- quire revision? Can't we repri- campus.
insanity that threaten to under. merous
scholarly
references mand the teacher who slipshods
The MOdern Dance Club has
mine us. We SUffocateamidst whose chronology spans 2,000 through hours of classes, who in- ~nitiated a new program by holdsundry letters that very instruc- years. Ideas may crystallize but sprres nothing but fatigue? Can't mg dance classes on Mondays
tively chastise us for not being the ideas which are left susPend- We question the system that pro- and Thursdays at 4:00 for those
appreciative enough of aesthetics ed remain Suspended and dissi- fesses to be more intensive, prom- who are interested. Who are they
like trees and criticize us for not pate oh-so-quicklyamidst diurnal ~ses to be more stimulating but
~owait until winter to begin danebeing Vitally Interested enough in concerns. So pass a few very com- in reality proves to be the same mg?
College Life. And week after prehensiva lectures on the gran- as offered last year and perhaps
Sailing Club, in view of the enweek 01 being harangued
by diose topic of Western tradition
~~e years before? Can't we critthose who have an intimate and. it is good to hear the facul: ICIze that administrative system thusiasm for its activities last
year, has already had a meet this
knowledge 01 The Good Life, we
ty discourse on matters which de- that offers vacant stimuli which
stand staunch an~ unOincrung,by m~d. Our understanding and rec- re~uI~ only in the frightening re- fall! Challenging the other sex,
the miraculous Virtue of having ogmtIon. We listen but there it alization that the whole thing they faced a favored Yale team in
Branford,
Connecticut, October
especially cartilaginous back- ends. (If we are lucky some stu- might be but a ruse?
13. N.B. It was an omnious Fribones or of having ears that do dent who was listening with half
Ellen Shulmajj 1964 day! The Connecticut team skipnot hear, or eyes that do not an e~ will bring the SUbject up
pered by Wendy Bolton, Jean
reaD>:see. Or maybe our efficient at dinner- but I'm Sure will be
Campbell, Millanne Rehoi, Widge
~n~lences have been tranquil- promptly silenced by the on.
Cochran, Ann Staples, and SaniZed lnte neutrality, so that we no slaught about the latest football
50TH ANNIVERSARY
dy Rowe, Won the last race, but
longer sense the criticism of the gan;'e or vapid indictments
should-doers.
lost the first three. Better luck
Friday, October 20
a.gamst some professor's injusnext time!
8:30 p.m.-Jose Limon and
But in assessing and flailing tices.) Perhaps the speaker has
For all those who are dreamCompany
Concert
pursued
his
learned
world
while
0w:selve~ do we ever question
ing of winter, snow covered
the
student
is
left
to
flounder
in
(n;undyou, I do not say criticize)
Saturday, October 21
sl?pes, and aching muscles, there
this system of which we are a hers, unaware that the awesome
11:00 a.m.-50th Anniversary WIll be a John Jay ski movie on
scholarly
speech
which
she
ha~
supposed part? The student can
Convocation
Thursday, November 2, at 8:15 in
but criticize herself to the point heard may be simply impressive
Dr. Hannah Arendt, guest
Palmer AUditorium. This is not
academiC
posture,
a
pompous
where there is very Iittle of subspeaker
the same movie that was enjoyed
stance lelt to examine. But Why pretentious work delivered not
4 p.m.-Voice Recital by
so muon last year, but an equalis there left so Iittle of substance? for the purpose of edifying the
Helen Boatwright
ly excellent production entitled
student and clarifying her world,
"Once Upon An Alp." A.A. dorm
reps will sell tickets.
Dear Editor:
Yes. "We have heard and read
much of the problem of human
alienation,
of man's aloneness."
And yes. It is even a truism
to
state that we are constantly as-

Sneakers
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the gods, the all too delicious dessert, mystery mocha . . . someone suggested that a culinary club

This Week

should be formed

This week we got the New
LondonDay and read all the cool
praiseworthy comments they had
to offer about us . . . we also
heard that one of the best-loved,
most.appreciated and most-spiritinspiring traditions at Connecticut College is no longer to be a
part of our extra-curriculum: we
refer, of course. to the nectar of

filL

l.

Plan now for your

out
(you
drab
...

the
perennial
lifter-upper
like it, it likes you) in a
library-ridden life ... 0 woe
but still there will be time

to murder and create, and letters
are bound to come from afar with
maybe a few words from not so
far away ...

and hand in hand

we'll wander, not across the
grass where we nearly trip over
the no crossing signs, but on the

College Week
1962

slick pavement, rain-soaked yet
clean, and perhaps we'll limp, for
lack of anything better to do ...

bigger, busier,
better than ever!

and sometimes we will charge
laughing into absurdities such as
line one.
lend me a dime .
the Peppermint Lounge.
where
does the bus stop .. and 1 want
out.
. if winter comes already,
0

•

=[

PHARMACYI

READ'S

393 Williams St.
NeW London
GI2-1818

15 MINUTE WALK FROM
CAMPUS! !
Free Prompt Delivery
All Se~ices Available

BERMUDA

-

620 fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

[

•

0

0

Trafile Development Board

-'

0

0

• Informal welcoming dance to start
the fun.
• College Day at the Beach ••• the
biggest beach party of the year.
• All-day cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon, Calypso music.
Gombey Dancers.
• Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
• College Week G Of Competition.
• College Talent jcevue.
• Fun Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
• Barbecue Luncheon.
• Sightseeing.
• Special Golf and Tennis Trophies.
ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE

Tho

\

0

construct the mystery ingredients, which seem to have been
lost during the summer interval
. . . sadness and gloom without
excuse to go off our diets, with-

t~~\~BER~UDA

L

\,

in order to re-

what the deuce happened to football, burning leaves and multi-colored scarves ... we put another
blanket on and pretended we believed in Indian Summers
Friday the thirteenth came and
went last week, but not without
making its mark ... philosophY
is comparable to a blind man
searching in a dark room for a
black cat which isn't there: imaginative but depressing ... happy Halloween decorations are already on the outs downtown to
make way for Christmas and the
Easter bunnies will no doubt appear in the windows before
Thanksgiving . o' if we are too
commercial, it's not our fault,
really . . . we were inspired and
confused this week and will try
again next week ... B.C.
•

There is no doubt that the plot
of a Henry James novel, taken at
its face value, would make a
good melodramatic opera. On the
other hand, there are many other
authors from whom one could
choose without having to dig
through the subleties of James'
style and intention to use the
mere story of Wings of the Dove
for an opera. It would appear,
then, that the intention of Douglas Moore and Ethan Ayer in
presenting Wings of the Dove as
an opera was to produce a work
which could correspond in complexity to the James novel.
Through the libretto this intention is actualized, and much of
(Continued from Page Three)
the intensity and conflict of the
book is carefully preserved. The
in Harkness Chapel Sunday eve- music, on the other hand, Ignores
these refinements and lapses inning, October 22, at 7:00 p.m.
to a characterless and obvious
The soloist will be Ellalou Hoyt demonstration of craftsmanship.
Dimmock, an alumna of Connect- Both the libretto and the cast call
icut College, who has won a wide for something more advanced
reputation in New England and is than the conservative exercises
the soprano soloist of The Cam- of Moore's music. Fortunately,
erata of the Museum of Fine
See "opera"-Page
7
Arts in Boston. James S. Dendy,
Assistant Professor of Music at
Connecticut College, will be at
the organ.
(Continued from Page Three)
Works to be sung by Mrs. Dimmock will include "1 Will Extol Marianne is at home in Morrison,
Thee" from the cantata "Let God
303.
Be Magnified," and two selections
There are three girls who are
from the Song Cycle "Prayers of studying here at Connecticut for
Kierkegaard."
their degree: in the class of 1962,
The organ prelude will consist Kathy Wong of Sao Paulo, Braof two movements from the Bibli- zil; in the class of 1963, Helen
cal Sonata "The Story of Daniel," Tsandoulas of Athens, Greece,
and for the postlude Mr. Dendy who is spending her Junior Year
will play the first movement of at home at the University of
the Suite "For Pipes and Pedals." Athens; in the class of 1965, Dorothy Wertheim, of Barranquilla,

DaM

Foreign Students

o.~.

by
Elizabeth Arden

'{-I-

kn ws

Beauty begins with Elizabeth Arden: And e;l~ryoArden has
you can never begin too soon. That IS why I?S hi
ell
brougbttogether
all the makings of a beauty III t T,sh!'r enY
t
pm
. k b ox _ so they may b e t h e ma kim g of you. d rrI e r
an
preparations
to keep )'our skin spotless, frelsh
~. e~~
and your make-up enchanting from lips to ash s. ISdo
ratiOn
Jus
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step record'
y step on
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b
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for you Here's what The Sound of Beauty 0 Sk·o Dee~
The Pi~k Record; Ardena Cleansing Creacu,
IOranae
Milky Cleanser, Skin Lotion; Ard'Sa V;lvaf
Feath.
Ski.n Cream; Ei/?ht Hour Cream, pot- ~nInusion powder,
erhght FoundalIon Cream, Pat.a.Creme'All
5 95 plus tax
Lipstick, Rouge, and Eye.Shado.
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Accounts
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who are American citizens but
who have come to us from other
countries: in the class of 1964,
Eve Granger and Pat Williams
.
from Tunis; and in the class of
1965, Rita Peer from the Ivory
We know that this year and the
Coast.

years
to come
hold expermany
memorable
and will
enriching
.1:,
iences for these girls and those
~:'============~=~W~h~o~c~o~m~e~t~o:kn~~O~w~th~em~.:::=::y

C::,:;·

24 hour phone

•

Henry James Work
Made Into Opera;
Result Appraised

I

MAL L '0 V f' S
New London

74 State St.

service

Eastern Connecticut's Largest Jewelers

JAMES DRUG COMPANY
Incorporated
Six Deliveries Daily

._------------------

Diamonds
I
I
I
I

--------' ~---'-----

Watches
Expert Repairs

Jewelry
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Kaine
Kaine '62 is now on sale in all
dormitories at a new, lower price
o! $5.50. At the same time
Kotne's staff is publishing a book
with larger overall dimensions
and an additional 50 pages. More
literary
will be incorporated
in
this book to establish

phere.
Presentation of the book to the
body is planned for Par-

ents' Weekend.

"xolue '62: lower price, larger
book."

COil'UIGHf

C)

INI. THE COC~·COlA

""

Co ......

Answers
(COntinued

ON IVY VINES

a coherent

theme throughout.
A special feature, the Senior Arts Section, will
present the creative
works
of
seniors. The
entire
book will
abound with candids, both professional and students, to include
all the campus events and atmcs-

student

TRAVELING LINES

The ivy vine is once again
transmitting
messages of news
and feature interest.
A catastrophic event was the
disappearance
of
Wellesley'S
Class of '62 posture pictures, as
revealed by the Wellesley College
News. "High administration
of.
ficial weeps for the first time in
twenty-five years." 'This sort of
thing doesn't happen at Welles-

~y. COCA.COtA

ANO COU

AIfE flEOISTEIfEO TflAOEMAfl~S

ley!' sobs aging Registrar
in
Charge of Data and Dag uerrotypes." After an intense search
conducted by all involved parties,
the grand discovery was made
that the theft was a hoax of the
Wellesley
Class
Book,
which
claims that it takes the best pictures on cam pus.

* '" *

The Trinity Tripod announced
that a quartet of "Varsity Scholars" will appear on the "GE College Bowl" Nov. 26 on the CBSTV. They will match wits against
students from either Hood, U. of
North Dakota, Washington
and
Lee, or Amherst, depending on
who wins the contests in the
four previous wee-ks. Since speed
is essential, the team coach warned "we don't want people who are
slow on the draw," but added also
that he didn't want "the fastest
unloaded gun in the West" making the New York scene. Good
luck, Gunmen!

.. * *
Of passing interest which is
to be envied is the announce_
men.t that Radcliffe College has
abolIshed the phYsical education
requirement, and that Wellesley's
Dean of StUdents has proposed
th,at ,the two-o'clock Saturday permissions be extended to juniors.

from

Page Two!

Nor am I proposing the inception
of an intellectual
cult. The issue
at hand is one of far reaching
practical
importance.
Education
today is almost the
sale exponent of what remains of
Our
Western
Heritage.
"Our
Western Heritage,"
however, has
too often
become a convenient
term to. be flung casually about in
faculty speeches and student essays, The former persons, we feel,
of course have a greater ccncepnon of the true meaning of this
term. However, how many of us
have realJy gotten the message?
As inhabitants
of a Mqdern
World, we need no reminder of
Our crucial times. But, as t have
mentioned
above, this very cruciality must sharpen the edge of
our consciences and add impetus
to Our actions. Because \i\lE arc
among the educated
elite of a
free society, we bear the burden
of knowledge.
And that burden
is the oppressively
inescapable
responsibility
to perpetuate
what
that society represents.
This 'is
nothing new. But the assumption
of active responsibility
has, in too
many cases, become obsolete.
One of the outstanding
charncteristics of collective societies today is the negation of that very
responsibility
incorporate
in the
recognition
of the individual. As
Westerners,
we cannot ease our
consciences
by the all-absorbing

J.
r

~,
(

\

BETWEEN BITES ...

g~t that refreshing new feeling
Wlth Coke!

:')ttled under authority of

Coca·Cola BOltling Co. of
NEW LONDON, lNC.

FRANNY

and
ZOOEY
Now at
your College
bOokstore
$4.00
LITTLE, BROWN
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Vishnevskaya

Opera
(Continued

from

I Continued

PSg0 Five'

since there are no choruses and
only ODe duet of any length, the
music does not require anything
approaching a Wagnerian
voice.
The cast is excellent, the costumes and staging are marvelous,
and the pageant of the Venetian
players is a delightful interlude.
Although not exceptional, the effect of the total opera is pleasing
and interesting.
E.J.T.

from

Page One)

Union, France, Yugoslavia, England and elsewhere.
In private life the wife of the
distinguished
cellist
Mstislav
Rostropovich and mother of two

small daughters. Miss Vishnevskaya won high critical praise in
her first U. S. concerts last year.
Said Howard Traubman in the
New York Times,· "Her singing
had grand line and passionate
force. She seemed to be aflame,
and so was her audience."

FAR EAST HOUSE
_

ORIENTAL GIFTS15 Green Street
New London, Conn.

=ALWAYS ON SUNDAY
There is still only
ODe way to take a
Sunday walk in the woods.
Boys and girls have been
up to that sort of thing

for a long time, far
removed from the flimflam
and chicanery of workaday
trifles. amid a different
world of flickering red and
gold and soft sunlight. It is a
world not yet invaded by
electric can-openers; a
sanctuary that harbors no
wall sockets, no gasoline,
no aspirins, a different
world of tender delight that
takes no talent and no money
to enjoy. But it does take a
Sunday - not half a Sunday
_ a day all chopped up because
six or seven hours are spent
grinding home or winding
roads - but a whole Sunday,
big enough to walk around
in, slowly.
We feel college students
don't get a fair shake on
this special part of the
weekend. They're expected to
be sedulously preparing for
Monday, on Sunday, yet
understandably
want to be at
Cornell or Colgate or
Dartmouth that very day,
particularly with fall weekends up-cropping so soon.
Since this is a concern of
yours, it is our concern too.
But we have a solution, so
give us a call, won't you?
and ask about our walk now,
work later plan, always so
pleasant on Sundays.

I

=

LANZ •••
exclusively at
230 state st.

bernards
~~~
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GOOD NEWSI NOW YOU CAN STAY
AT THE PALACE_ON-PARK-AVENUEI

-

New London Airport
j~=; :·~-;".:t";;;;::rAf:::-:~~::,~~~~;::1

Route 1, Waterford,
GI 2-6386

Conn.
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retary,
Treasurer,
and Social
Chairman. The girl who received
the second highest vote for President would automatically
become Vice-President. The procedure was put into effect because
the Freshmen did not feel well
enough acquainted with the members of their class by November
to make wise individual nominations, The only change made in
last year's system was that the
House Juniors
rather than the
AA and library
representative
would select one girl from their
respective dorms
because
the
House Juniors would know the
girls better. We hope that the
continuation of this system meets
with the approval of the Freshmen and that they will take note
of the procedure in order to offer
suggestions and ideas.
Lastly, a large faction of the
senior class has asked Cabinet to
consider the possibility of Seniors
being allowed to have cars
on
campus at the beginning of second semester rather than waiting
until after Spring vacation. The
, main reason why this has been
difficult in the past is the lack of
parking space on campuS, especially in front of Administration
buildings. Before this problem
can be solved and smaller
ones
tackled, it is necessary to get an
estimate on the number of cars
that would have to be accommoSee "Cabinet"-pa-ge
8

,

GI 3·7395

OTTO AIMETTI
Ladies' and Gentlernen's
Custoln Tailoring
86 State St.

NeW york's

most excItIng hotel
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PresIdents, Kings and QueJ,,"s,..
to diplomats, ambassadors
travelers

and

from every corner of

the earth ••• and now we look
forward

to playing host to you I

STUDENT RATES
IS.OO per peraon, 1 In a room
16.00

per peraon, 2 In a room

$5.00

per pereon, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any
Hilton Reservation
wrIte
direct
to
Hillman, Olrector

ServIce

or

Miss Anne
of Student

U
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welcomes you I We are hosts to

Relations, The Waldorf-Astoria.

NEW LONDON FLYING
SERVICE, INC.
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REXALL DRUG STORE \
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Conrad N. Hilton. President
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Cosmetics
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dated. Therefore,

Seven)

we would like

to ask those seniors who are reasonably
sure that they
would
have a car on campus at the beginning of second semester
to

........
~--===---..
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Census

sign up on the sheet provided in
Fanning.
Also, if anyone has any ideas
on this matter, we would appreciate your forwarding these to us.
This is one first step in keeping everyone posted. We hope
you'll more than repay our efforts by letting us or your House
Presidents know your ideas. OUf
government is ideally run by 1100
not 11 people .

ture, we demand
of ourselves
answers-individual
answers to
specific criticisms. In this respect
we must- each struggle separately
to resolve
our
relationship to
reality. And in this struggle it is
necessary for us to recognize that
danger in our individual
freedom which licenses us to slip into inconclusive
collectivizations
that can only undermine our particular strengths.
W.L.F.

Answers
(Continued
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dictates of a "Collective Right" or
a "Collective Wrong." We share
too acutely Ralph's uneasiness at
the death of Simon in William
Golding's Lord of the Flies.
As inheritants
of Western Cul-

•

•
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